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CONCLUSIONS I
1. I spend more time on producing media than what I expected
2. Is this an accurate devision between productivity chategories?
3. I USED UBER TOO MUCH THIS WEEK
4. Should I spend more time consuming fun media???

MEDIA CONSUPTION/PRODUCTION II
FURTHER ANALYSIS - TIMETABLE PRODUCTIVITY
Inspired by RescueTime app I decided to further explore the idea of productivity. However I was interested to reorginize the chategories and explore the production vs consumption of media and map them
in relation to my weekly schedule. The hope was to find some patterns and habits and analyze their
potential productivity effects.
I looked at the RescueTime logged activities (it is useful that it logs my use of computer softwares too)
but I also searched through my browser history at times. I reorginezed the data into consumed media,
produced media, communications, entertainment and Uber (since it came up as a problematic data for
this week)

Producing media (70% writing, 30% images)
Consuming media (60% Adobe Reader - Articles)
Entertainment (>50% youtube)
Communication (75% Gmail)
Uber

CONCLUSIONS II
1. Late night - time for producing media? - I don’t think this coinsides with my most productive hours
though...
2. Mid day - time for communications?!
3. I didn’t realize I spend continuous chunks of time on gmail and communications
4. Definitely not enought fun comunications through media this weeks (like skype with family)
5. Reading books and listening to music often coinsides for me (yet I didn’t mark down when I was reading books this week..) but producing media and listening to music less so
5. It seems like I took this Saturday off
6. I need to fix my bike (no more Uber)
*note: I don’t think this is a typical week for me. It was interesting to observe some of the patterns (especially the once that I want to change) but I think that it would be even more interesting to do this analysis
a little furher in the semester or for a longer period of time.
*note 2: It would be interesting to do this study with more depth or focusing on a specific chategory. Is
there a more productive way to that without going through my browser history?

